




Editorial of the day 11-07-18



VOCABULARY
Backed(V)- sponsor, fund-आर्थिक मदद करना

Drastically(Adv.)- greatly, highly काफी

Dispensations(N)- exemption, immunity- छूट

Naysayers(N)- a person who habitually expresses negative or pessimistic views.

Fraught(Adj.)- filled with, swarming with-भरा हुआ

Disseminate(V)- spread, circulate- प्रसार करना

Privilege(N)- advantage, right- विशेषार्िकार



VOCABULARY
Curtailment(N)- reduction, cut, cutback- कटौती

Tenure(N)- incumbency, occupancy- कार्िकाल

Dissolve(V)- disestablish, dismiss- समाप्त करना

Palatable(Adj.)- pleasant, satisfactory- रुर्िकर

Tackle(V)- address, approach- ननपटाना

Stagger(V)- lurch, sway- लड़खड़ाना



Poll position

(There are meaningful electoral reforms beyond 

simultaneous elections)

 Political parties are deeply divided over the idea of holding 

simultaneous elections for the Lok Sabha and the State 

Assemblies.

 Obvious advantages to the ‘one nation, one election’ idea 

— election expenditure will be drastically cut and ruling 

dispensations will be able to focus on legislation and 

governance rather than having to be in campaign mode 

forever. 



 The key proposal is that Assemblies be bunched into two categories based on

whether their terms end close to the 2019 or the 2024 Lok Sabha elections.

 Elections could be held for one group in 2019, and for another in 2024 so that

subsequent elections could be synchronised.

Concerns:

 If a mid-term election has to be held, the term of such a House would only be for

the remainder of its tenure.

 Whether all Assemblies would be dissolved too if the Lok Sabha has to be

prematurely dissolved.

 There are many pressing reforms needed in the electoral space including curbing the

use of black money to fund elections and tackling the staggered manner in which

elections are held in many States.

Poll position



Question

Q. What are the advantages and Disadvantages of  conducting 
simultaneous elections in our country. Explain in detail. 

Q. Who is the Chief Election Commissioner of India?

1. Om Prakash Rawat
2. Ashok Lavasa
3. Arvind Saxena
4. Rishad Premji



VOCABULARY
Rhetoric(N)- bragging, hyperbole- आलकंाररक
Forego(V)- waive, surrender- हटाना
Shock wave(N)- a widespread feeling of shock caused by an unexpected event.

Think-tanks(N)- a body of experts providing advice and ideas on specific political or 

economic problems.

Antecedent(N)- precursor, forerunner- पूििगामी
Vilify(V)- disparage, denigrate- अपमाननत करना
Egregious(Adj.)- outstandingly bad, deplorable-बहुत बुरा
Peer review(N)- evaluation of scientific, academic, or professional work by others working 

in the same field.

Scrutinise(V)- inspect, survey- ननरीक्षण करना
Partisan(N)- biased, prejudiced- पक्षपाती
Tangible(Adj.)-palpable, tactile-िास्तविक
Pitfall(N)- hazard, danger- नुकसान
Distinct(Adj.)- Clear, definite- स्पष्ट
Incur(V)- suffer, sustain- झेलना



VOCABULARY
Precipitate(V)- provoke, accelerate- उते्तजित देना
Alleged(Adj.)- supposed, so-called- अभभकर्थत
Ostensibly(Adv.)- apparently, seemingly- प्रकट रूप से
Disdain(V)- scorn, deride- घणृा करना
Impetuous(Adj.)- impulsive, hasty- आिेशपूणि
Incline(V)- disposed, minded- प्रितृ्त होना
Invoke(V)- supplicate, entreat- आह्िान करना
Sovereignty(N)- supreme power, supremacy- सिोच्ि सत्ता
Specious(Adj.)- misleading, deceptive- भटकाने िाला



Rhetoric and reality

(Punjab needs a sober, well-thought-out 

strategy to deal with drug abuse)

• The withdrawal of the U.S. from the 

Human Rights Council (HRC) of the 

United Nations in June this year sent 

shock.

• The main criticism against it is that it is 

made up of states not known for their 

human rights records; that many are in fact 

egregious violators of human rights. 

Current members include Saudi Arabia, 

the Philippines, Pakistan etc.



Human Rights Council (HRC)

• The HRC was established in 2006, as part of the UN’s 

reform process, replacing the United Nations Commission 

on Human Rights. 

• Council members are elected by the General Assembly 

with three-year terms, with a maximum of two consecutive 

terms. It was to serve as a forum for all states to examine 

and ‘peer review’ the record on human rights. 

• The ‘Universal Periodic Review’ process, where all states 

are scrutinised, is currently in its third cycle (2017-2021). 

Rhetoric and reality



• What gets lost in all the rhetoric regarding the HRC is the actual track record — the overt 

manner in which a human rights agenda and the evolution of human rights norms are 

facilitated — and also less tangible gains from having such a body composed of states 

and actually engaging with them.

• Resolutions adopted have highlighted egregious violations despite efforts to the contrary 

by some members of the HRC. The situation in Syria, Yemen, Myanmar, and North Korea 

are but a few.

• Coming back to the U.S., the factor that precipitated its withdrawal is the alleged 

targeting of Israel by the HRC. 

Rhetoric and reality



Q. Human Rights Council (HRC) was established in the year_____? 

1. 2006 

2. 2008

3. 2010

4. 2012

Question 



VOCABULARY
Dramatically(Adv.)- greatly, substantially- बहुत

Vulnerable(Adj.)- endangered, unsafe- असरुक्षक्षत

Pursue(V)- seek to attain, strive for- लक्ष्र् के पीछे लगे रहना

Comprehensive(Adj.)- broad, extensive- व्र्ापक

Mitigate(V)- reduce, lessen- घटाना

Crunch(N)- crunch, crux- महत्िपूणि बबदंु

Resilience(N)- flexibility, pliability- लिीलाता

Anticipate(V)- predict, foresee- पहले से सोि रखना



(Data can help reduce the number of people impacted by natural disasters)

• Since 1970, more than two million people have been killed by natural disasters in the 

‘Ring of Fire’ region around the Pacific Ocean.

• There is a way to dramatically cut down on the number of people impacted by such 

disasters, and that is by using data. 

• Data also help identify the gaps and makes recommendations on where to allocate 

resources to mitigate risks from disasters.

• Big data also provides a deeper understanding about how an economy is interconnected.

• With such valuable information, governments can anticipate disasters and reduce risks 

through preventive measures such as early warning systems, safety drills, and resilient 

infrastructure.

Data that can save lives



The Ring of Fire is a major area in the basin of the Pacific Ocean where many 

earthquakes and volcanic eruptions occur. It has 452 volcanoes (more than 75% of 

the world's active and dormant volcanoes). The Ring of Fire is sometimes called the 

circum-Pacific belt.



Big data is data sets that are so big and complex that traditional data-processing 

application software are inadequate to deal with them.

Big data challenges include capturing data, data storage, data analysis, search, 

sharing, transfer, visualization, querying, updating, information privacy and data 

source. There are a number of concepts associated with big data: originally there 

were 3 concepts volume, variety, velocity.



Q. Explain the term ‘Big Data’? How it can be beneficial for Disaster management?  

Question 



VOCABULARY

Phrasal verb:

Cut down on to reduce the amount of something or of doing something; to 

use or buy less of something.

Economic Definition:

Multilateralism(N)- the principle of participation by three or more parties, 

especially by the governments of different countries.

Economic Definition:

Vote of no-confidence- A motion of no confidence/vote of no confidence/no-

confidence motion/or (unsuccessful) confidence motion- It is a statement or 

vote which states that a person(s) in a position of responsibility is no longer 

deemed fit to hold that position, perhaps because they are inadequate in some 

respect, are failing to carry out obligations, or are making decisions that 

other members feel are detrimental.



VOCABULARY

One word substitution:

Mala fide (Adj.)- in bad faith

IDIOMS-

Let someone off the hook- To not hold someone responsible for something

That's the last straw- When patience runs out

The best of both worlds- An ideal situation




